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CTSP Fellow Application Form
Project Title:
Group Members:

Member Name

Position (e.g.,
undergrad,
Master’s, Ph.D.,
Post Doc, job
title)

University & dept.
affiliation, or
professional info.

Email address

Are any members on this application also applying on another team to CTSP this cycle?
Yes—If yes, which members? Please list:
No
Deliverables Please clearly articulate the deliverables of this project and their projected timeline. For
more academically-oriented proposals, we understand paper timelines may exceed the fellow tenure.
In cases like this, deliverables may include submission dates, posting drafts to online repositories,
sending CTSP a draft of your submitted manuscript, etc.
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Project Title:
CLTC Eligibility
Additional proposals will be funded as joint CTSP-Center for Long-Term Cybersecurity (CLTC)
fellows. CLTC is committed to pushing the boundaries of technology, social science, and
humanities to positively influence how individuals, organizations, and governments deal with
cybersecurity. The conceptual and practical aspects of the term ‘cybersecurity’ are evolving rapidly,
as what we mean by ‘cyber’ and ‘security’ is changing in ways that would have been almost
unimaginable a few years ago. CLTC believes that a transformative cybersecurity research program
should not only address the most interesting and complex challenges of today’s socio-technical
security environment, but also grapple with the broader challenges of the next decade’s
environment.
In order to be considered, your proposal must be broadly related to forward looking cybersecurity
challenges, however this does not mean it must fit neatly into what has been considered
“cybersecurity” research in the past. The center welcomes applications related to security, privacy,
usability, societal impact, political implications, etc.
Would your team like to be considered for a joint CLTC-CTSP fellowship?
Yes
No
Unsure if our proposal is eligible

Is this project proposal also being submitted separately to CLTC’s Fall 2016 Request for
Proposal (RFP)?
Yes
No
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